
8th Grade Math

TRIBE Day - Week of 5/4 to 5/8

Showing all steps, solve each cquation.
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8th Grade Math Tribe Day Week ofMay 4 to May 8,2020
Steps to solvine eauations

1. Move like variables to the same side ofthe equal sign. Typically it is easier to move the
coefficient with the SMALLER value.

2. Combine constant terms on opposite sides using inverse operations.
Remember:
Addition and Subtraction are inverse operations
Multiplication and Division are inverse operations

3. Simplify the equation until the variable has a coefficient of 1 and there are no variables on the
other side.

Example 1:
3.37-4.8x -

+4.8x

3.37 =

+3.47

-3.9x —3.47 Move the smaller coefficient to the opposite side using inverse operations
(adding or subtracting).

+4.8x

0.9x - 3.47 The inverse of subtracting 3.47 is to add 3.47 to both sides ofthe equal sign
+3.47

6.84
6.84

0.9

7.6

0.9x
0.9r

0.9

x

Inverse ofmultiplying by 0.9 is to divide by 0.9 on both sides

The answer is x = 7.6

Example2;
-9.08-5.1x - l-2.7x

+5.1x
-9.08

-1

+5.1x

1 + 2.4x
-1

Move the smaller coefficient to the opposite side using inverse operations
(adding or subtracting).

The inverse ofadding 1 is to subtract 1 to both sides ofthe equal sign

.10.08
-10.08

2.4

-4.2

2.4x
2.4x

2.4

x

Inverse ofmultiplying by 2.4 is to divide by 2.4 on both sides

The ansvver is x = -4.2

TURNING IN OPTIONS:
You may in the paper copy to your teacher through e-mail, remind, text, e-mail, or turn into the school
on Tuesday/Thursday from 9 am to 2 pm - OR - you can key your answers into the document located in
Google Classroom and tum in that form. Iftuming in on Google Classroom, this fonn is designed to
self-check your answers.

Teacher Name E-mail
Remind (text to

81010) Phone number

Mrs. Armstrong kendra.armstronBiaimontaomerv.kvschools.us @armsl920 1-859-813-5160

Mr.Gay Jim.gav@;monteomery.kyschools.us @gayl920

Mrs. Richards Mike.sexton2@montgomery.kvschools.us @46g7f9



8th Grade Algebra Tribe Day Week of May 4-8
Learning Target: I can simplify radicals

When simplifying radicals, our goal is to reduce as much ofthe square roots out ofan expression as

possible. Last week we learned how to simplify radicals. This week will add variables to list ofalgebraic
tools.
Perfect square numbers - 1, 4, 9, 16, 25,36,49,64,81,100,121,144, 169, 196,225,256,289,324

These are also perfect squares.

25x2 64y4 100x2y2

Similar to what we learaed last week, we are asking the question
"What number times itselfequal this

number? This can also be expressed for variables.

Steps to solve:
1. Find the largest perfect factor.
2. Simplify the perfect root by removing all perfect factors (TWINS), by taking one out ofthe radical.

Example 1

36x2

V6 * 6 * x * x
6 * x
6x

Example 2
/282x3

V4*7*x*^*x
V2 * 2 * 7 * x* x * x
2x^7x

Example 3

724x5y3
^/4 *6*x*x*x*x*x*y*y*y

^2*2*6*x*x*x*x*x*y*y*y
2*x*x*y^/6xy

Factors are 6 and x

Two sets of twins 6 and x
Taking one out ofeach twin out ofthe radical
The answer

Factors are 4 * 7 and x* x * x

Two sets of twins 4 is a perfect square and x has twins

Take one out of each twin from the radical
The answer

Factors are 4 * 6 and x*x'"x*x*x * y*y*y
4 sets oftwins; 4 is a perfect square, x has 2 twins, y has 1

Take one out of each twin from the radical

Simplify

2x2y^/ 6jcy The answer



Problems

Name:

8th Grade Algebra Tribe Day Week ofMay 4-8
Learning Target: I can simplify radicals

1. V80x3 Vl6 *5*x*x*x
4xV5x

5.V512mn4 512 =29

V29mn4
4*4nV2m
16nV2m

2. V8m2 6.i/27a4&4

3. V294p43 7..V24x y2

4.V216.C4 8.7ll2x3y3



8th Grade ELA: Character Archetypes
Tribe Day Work Week of May 4th - 8th

8th ELA Tribe Day Work May 4th-8th

Page 1

Name

Tribe Days 36-40

ELA Teacher

Directions: Read about character archetypes and follow the directions to
complete your own comic strip.

Character Archetypes
A character archetype is a specific type of character that pops up in stories all the time. Character

archetypes are timeless, and storytellers have been creating and recreating them forever. There are MANY
character archetypes out there. The most common ones are defined here...

Archetype Definition Example

Hero This character saves the day! The hero is
usually superior to common people in some
way. He OR SHE is either stronger, smarter,
or has a higher moral standard.

Katniss Everdeen saves her sister
and the people of Panem from the
oppression of President Snow by
winning the Hunger Games and
leading a revolution.

Villain This is an evil character who typically fights
the hero in some way. He/she may seem nice
at first, but his/her true motives are quickly
discovered. This character lacks a moral
compass.

The Dark Lord Voldemort spends
the entire Harry Potter series
trying to kill Harry (the hero of
the wizarding world) because he
represents the good side and
stands in his way of world
domination.

The primary responsibility of the sidekick is
to help and support the hero in whatever
mission he/she may be trying to accomplish.
The sidekick often adds humor to a story.

Donkey helps Shrek as he
journeys across the kingdom to
defeat a dragon, save Princess
Fiona and take his swamp back
from Lord Farquaad. He's also
hilarious.

Damsel in Distress This is the character in the story that needs
to be saved from someone or something
(usually by the hero). This character is
usually female, but doesn't necessarily have
to be female.

Rapunzel is trapped in a tower by
the evil Mother Gothel. She's not
allowed to leave—EVER!She
needs someone to save her, and
someone eventually does—Flynn
Rider helps her escape.

Mentor This character is usually older, and very
wise. He/she gives advice to the hero. He/she
is a very trustworthy person. Sometimes this
character provides spiritual strength and/or
motivation.

Rafiki helps Simba understand
that Mufasa's death wasn't his
fault, and that he needs to return
to Pride Rock, defeat his Uncle
Scar, save his pride and take his
place as the rightful king.

Lovable Rogue This character may do things that aren't
necessarily morally right, but deep down,
has a good heart, so the audience loves
him/her despite his/her flaws. This character
marches to the beat of his own drum.

Captain Jack Sparrow is a crazy
pirate who steals and murders
people, but his quirky behaviors
are humorous and charming. In
the end, he helps the protagonists



8th Grade ELA: Character Archetypes
Tribe Day Work Week of May 4th - 8th

Page 2

Archetypes Comic Strip

Character archetypes find their way from our minds to our myths.

Superheroes are the most common way to see archetypes in the western world.
They show all of the archetypes in easy to identify and obvious ways.

Directions: Create a comic strip that tells a story and features the following
character archetypes: hero, villain. damsel in distress, sidekick and one other
character archetype of your choice.

A story usually has a beginning, middle, and end, as well as a conflict (problem),
that is resolved in some way by the end of the story.

Your comic strip should...

• have a title.
• consist of seven panels.
• have a storyline uniting all the "cells" or individual panels.
• be colorful, neatly drawn and have dialogue/thought bubbles for the

characters' thoughts and speaking parts.
• clearly demonstrate your knowledge of the character archetypes and how

they function in a story.

Use the seven cells on page 3 to create your story.

(Elizabeth Swan & Will Turner),
therefore, he's likable.

Jester The jester (or clown) literally only serves one
purpose, and thaf is to provide humor and
lightheartedness to a story. They are usually
very stupid, goofy, or foolish in some way.

It's easy to see that Needleman
and Smitty from Monsters Inc. are
not very bright. They make
obvious, silly comments and have
goofy, dopey voices. They aren't
essential to the plot, but they are
very comical.



8th Grade ELA: Character Archetypes
Tribe Day Work Week of May 4th - 8th
Thought bubbles are usually represented as:

Page 3

Dialogue bubbles are usually represented as: o
Title



ENGLI8HlTribeDay:WeekS/4-5/8 Namc: Teacher: M.Miller

Class Advertisement Project
Choose your favorite class that you've had this year. It doesn't
have to be this class (even though I won't believe you if you
say ELA/Eng 1 wasn't your favorite!) You're going to create an
advertisement trying to persuade future 8th graders to take
the class you're creating the adveri:isement for. Make sure you
follow the guidelines below and include all parts in order to
receive full credit. Complete the assignment on a piece of
blank paper.

All ofthe following must be included in your
advertisement:

• Name of the class
• Teacher's name
• Your name
• At least 1 image/drawing
• Slogan/Quote - Either one you makeup or something the

teacher is known for saying.
• Description ofwhat you'll learn in the class
• Favorite part about the class and/or most memorable

assignment
• Color/Neatness
• Creativity
• Letter to the teacher - tell them what you liked about the

class, what you liked about them, what you'll miss, etc.
Make it thoughtful, because we really do cherish these
letters from you all!



Examples from years past - these arejust ones that 1 received, but like 1 said, you
can choose any class you'd like to create the advertisement for. Most students put
their letters to their teachers on the back side of their advertisement.
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8th Grade Science Tribe Work Hard Copy for Students Without Internet Access
Week of 5/4 - 5/8
Name: Teacher:

Important note: Evolution is a scientific theory. This is not a scientific fact. Please keep this
in mind as we continue this unit. This unit will discuss the theory of evolution by natural
selection including the evidence that supports this theory.

Part 1: Read the article below. Then answerthe questions.
Biogeography

Why would geography have anything to do with evolution?
Similar to "how did the chicken cross the road?" but on a much grander scale. How did the animal
cross Europe and into Asia? Or Asia into America? How did anything get into Australia?

Evidence from Biogeography
Biogeography is the study of how and why plants and animals live where they do. It provides more
evidence for evolution. Let's consider the camel family as an example.

Biogeography ofCamels: An Example

fe-
-^5^.3

Dromedarycamet Bactriancamel Uama

Modern Members oftheCamel Fdmily

Today, the camel family includes different types of
camels. They are shown in Figure left. All of
today's camels are descended from the same
camel ancestors. These ancestors lived in North
America about a million years ago.
Camel Migrations and Present-Day Variation. Members of the
camel family now live in different parts of the world. They differ
from one another in a number of traits. However, they share basic
similarities. This is because they all evoived from a common
ancestor. What differences and similarities do you see?

Early North American camels migrated to other
places. Some went to East Asia. They crossed a
land bridge during the last ice age. A few of them
made it all the way to Africa. Others went to
South America. They crossed the Isthmus of
Panama. Once camels reached these different
places, they evolved independently. They evolved
adaptations that suited them for the particular
environment where they lived. Through natural
selection, descendants ofthe original camel
ancestors evolved the diversity they have today.

Island Biogeography
The biogeography of islands yields some of the best evidence for evolution. Consider the birds called
finches that Darwin studied on the Galapagos Islands (see Figure below). All ofthe finches probably
descended from one bird that arrived on the islands from South America. Until the first bird arrived,
there had never been birds on the islands. The first bird was a seed eater. It evolved into many finch
species. Each species was adapted for a different type of food. This is an example of adaptive
radiation. This is the process by which a single species evolves into many new species to fill available
niches.
Galapagos finches differ in beak size and shape, depending on the type of food they eat.
Eyewitness to Evolution



All Finches
1976

In the 1970s, biologists Peter and Rosemary
Grant went to the Galapagos Islands. They
wanted to re-study Darwin's finches. They
spent more than 30 years on the project.
Their efforts paid off. They were able to
observe evolution by natural selection
actuallytaking place.
While the Grants were on the Galapagos, a
drought occurred. As a result, fewer seeds
were available for finches to eat. Birds with
smaller beaks could crack open and eat only
the smaller seeds. Birds with bigger beaks
could crack and eat seeds of all sizes. As a
result, many of the small-beaked birds died in
the drought. Birds with bigger beaks survived
and reproduced (see Figure left). Within 2

years, the average beak size in the finch

population increased. Evolution by natural
selection had occurred.

Evolution of Beak Size in Galapagos Finches. The top graph shows the beak sizes of the entire finch population studied by the Grants
in 1976. The bottom graph shows the beak sizes of the survivors in 1978. In just 2 years. beak size increased,

Answer the following questions:

All Finches
1978

1. Define biogeography.

2. Describe an example of island biogeography that provides evidence of evolution.

3. Describe the effects of the drought on the Galapagos Islands observed by the Grants.



^ S^^S-^di^
Tribe Day Week of May 4—S

Name: Teacher:

Directiwis: Read the following ptissage and excerpts to answer ffie questsons helow.

The Emancipation Proclamation
In January of 1863, President Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation - a document which attempted to
free slaves in the rebelling states, that is - the Confederacy. Lincoln's action was seen as a military tactic
because it vvas aimed at weakening the South's economy by freeing the slaves. Although the document had a
huge impact on the public and broadened the war's goals to including abolishing slavery, it actually freed very
few slaves because the Union anny was unable to enforce the document.

The Emancipation Proclamation aimed to free the slaves in the South only because as president, Lincoln did not
actually have the power to abolish slavery throughout the entire United States. However, as Commander-in-
Chief, he could ask Congress to gradually ban it as a military action. He also did not want to upset border states
that had slaves, but remained in the Union, like Kentucky and Maryland. Although the Emancipation
Proclamation did not free many slaves at the time it was issued, it is seen today as an incredibly powerful
symbolic measure and a significant moment in America's history.

"ThatonthefirstdayofJanuary, AD 1863, all persons held as
slaves within any state [that is in rebellion] against the Umted
States ofAmerica shall be then..Mndforeverfree; andthe

government ofthe UnitedStates, including the military and naval
authority thereof, will recogmze and mamtain thefreedom ofsuch

persons.
-Excerpt from the Emancipation Proclamation

1. When was the Emancipation Proclamation issued?

2. What was the purposc ofthe Emancipation Proclamation?

3. Did the proclamation free all slaves? Explain your ans\ver.

4. Why didn'l Lincoln free all slaves?

5. Why do you think the proclamation vvas seen as such an \mponarA symbolic measure?



Tribe Day Week of May 4—8

Name: Teacher:

Directions: Read the following excerpts from the Emancipation Proclamation and put them into your own

words using today s language.

Lincoln always held true to his campaign platform. He wanted to prevent expansion of slavery and also

preserve the union. He said, "My
paramount object in this struggle is to save the union, and is not either to

save or destroy slavery. If f could save the Union without freeing any slave 1 would do it, and if I coufd save it

by freeing all the slaves 1 would do it; and ifIcould save it by freeing some and leaving others alone 1 would

also do that...l intend no modification of my oft-expressed personal wish that all men everywhere could be

free." - Lincoln 1862

Emancipation Proclamation (Jan. 1863)

"And by virtue of the power, and for the purpose aforesaid, 1 do order and declare that all persons held as

slave within said designated Sates, and parts of States, are, and henceforward shall be free; and that the

Executive government of the United States, including the military and naval authorities thereof, will

recognize and maintain the freedom of said persons."

"And 1 hereby enj'oin upon the people so declared to be free to abstain from all violence, unless in necessary

self-defense; and I recommend to them that, in all cases when allowed, they labor faithfully for reasonable

wages."

"And 1 further declare and make known, that such persons of suitable condition, will be received into the

armed service ofthe United States to garrison forts, positions, stations, and other places, and to man

vessels of all sorts in said service."

Effects of the Emancipation Proclamation:

• Tumed the war into a fight for freedom as well as preserving the Union

• Persuaded blacks to enlist in the Union army



Drury Resource ELA Tribe Days May 4th-8th
TribeDays 31-35

Name

Read the story or have someone read it to you.

Who Is Mo Willems?
Scientists have discovered that you can grow your brain with practice. If you aren't good at
something at first, don't worry. It just takes practice. That's part of having a growth mindset. A

growth mindset consists of a way of thinking or mindset. People with a growth mindset know a
brain grows through facing challenges, persevering, practidng skills, and being determined.
Artist and author, Mo Willems provides an excellent example ofthe saying, "practice makes

perfect." Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! What imaginative mind is behind that hilarious
book? It's Mo Willems! hHow did he become such a creative author who wrote the "Knuffle

Bunny" series, and all the Pigeon stories? Just like with you, it all began when he was very

young. Willems began drawing cartoons and creating characters when he was only three years
old! When he noticed how some adults say things like "I like that" or "Good,

good"-even when
his drawings weren't good-Willems ingeniously started drawing funny cartoons. Why funny
ones? He knew that grown-ups couldn't fake laughing. He could tell if a cartoon was good if they
laughed. But if adults made only a polite comment, he would take it back to drawing board and
try again. He continued to draw throughout his childhood and college years. Every year, he
became a better and better artist. Then he returned to his hometown, New York City, for his first

job: animating Sesame Street, where he won six Emmy Awards. Later, he created shows for the
Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon. So he could stay at home more and help take care of his
daughter Trixie, Willems decided to pursue a book-writing career. Soon he had produced
award-winning books like Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus and Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary
Tale (2005). He named one of his characters in his famous story Knuffle Bunny after his
daughter. In an interview, Willems explained that staying at home with his daughter was for two
reasons: "One is selfish and the other is kind of selfish. The very selfish reason is if 1 wrote
books I would be able to work at home. 1 have a young child and 1 love the idea of having lunch
with my family every day. 1 wanted to be back in the business where 1 could work at home. The
other kind of selfish reason is that 1 had more freedom in writing books than 1 had in writing for
television." Willems is both a dedicated artist, family man, and has a growth mindset. He
continues to write and illustrate books but he also creates sculptures that are displayed in

galleries across the country. His books and illustrations continue to win awards. If he had given
up when he first began drawing,, would he have become the success he is today?

Choose 6 ofthe 8 questions to answer:



1. How did Willems know if his cartoons were good? Use evidence from the text.

3. What makes Willems have a growth mindset? Use text evidence

4. Find the underlined word, ingeniously, in the text. Use the CONTEXT CLUES to explain what
the word means. Circle the words in the text that are a clue to the meaning.

5. Find the underlined words, sculptures and galleries, in the text. Use the CONTEXT CLUES to
explain what one of the words mean. Circle the words in the text that are a clue to the meaning.

6. What is the main idea of the text? Support your answer with details from the text.

7. In the text it says Willems "went back to the drawing board". What does that phrase mean in
this context? Use details from the texts to help you answer the question.

8. What inference can you make about Mo Willems's character? Use evidence from the text to
support your answer.



Writing: Everyone must complete this portion.
Write a paragraph about a time when you struggled with something and were able to overcome
it. Don't forget to include details about what the struggle was and HOW you were able to
overcome it.



8th Grade Honors Geometry (Vice)
Week of May 4 to May 8

Circumference and Area of Circles

PLEASE REAb THE INSTRUCTIONS
• This is our final week of instruction :(I will truly miss each and

everyone of you. You all are one of the smartest groups I have had in
my teaching career. I am looking forward to seeing the successes you
all accomplish. Now that I am done crying we will get on with our
lesson.

Zoom:
o Our last help session is Wednesday May 6,12:30 -1:00.

Try to remind your friends to join. I would like to see as many as we can.
o Meeting Tb 241-291-113. Link is on googte classroom.

Lesson
Page i •• Notes for finding the circumference and area of a circle.
Pages 2-3: Examples. These examples are from your assignment paper. I have

completed 1, 3, 7, 8, and 10.
Pages 4-5: These are the pages that you will turn in.

• You will complete problems 2.4.5,6.9.11.12.13,14,15
• SHOW ALL WORWIIIII!
• Find the value of the diameter. You will have to use;

o Trig functions (sin. cos, tan) or
o Pythagorean Theorem (a+b=c)
o Round your answer to the nearest tenth.

• Calculate the circumference or area
Round the diameter, area and circumference to the nearest
tenth.
Do NOT round the radius.

Find each problem s matching answer in the answer box and decode
the answer to the riddle using the letter of the answer associated
with each question. I have completed the example problems.

o

o
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Name: ______________________„____________ Hour:
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Direcdons: Solve each problem to flnd the value of the dlameter and tlien calculate the

circumference^the area. Flnd tts matchlnB a^swe( in the answer box and decode the answer to
the riddle uslng the letter of the answer associated with each questlon.^Show all of your woric^)
round all calculations to theneares^tenA^ (cXCCtrf" fiw rdd'

ANSWER:

B-GL-LL—-H._
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72 15 6 125 13 2 4 6 14

Part One: Find the circumference of each circle,
TT'ilH10(e.« 8



Part Two: Find the area of each circle.'7J I^.^JC 9.

u- 11 12

Answer Box:
A 254.3 B 106.8 C 89.9 D 307.8 E 119 F 349.5
H 31.4 I 52.8 N 56.7 O 163 P 100.2 R 43.6
S 950.7 T 314 U 615.4
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The Persian Wars
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Mark Cartwnght is a scholar of Greek philosophy and afrequent contributor to the Ancient History
Encyclopedia./nt/)e5t/)centu»yB.C,the Achaemenid Empire of Persia fmodern-day Iran) launched an
invasion of Greece. The empire attempted to conquer the Greek city'states with greater numbers and a vast
army. A series ofconfticts known as the Greco-Persian Wars (or Persian Wars) broke out between the two,
an event that woufd dramaticalfy shape both sodetiesforyears to come. Asyou read, take notes on the
methods the Greeks usecf to obtain victory in battle and in the overall war.

[1] The Persian Wars refers to the conflict between
Greece and Persia in the 5th century B.C. which
involved two invasions by the latter in 490 and
480 B.C. Several ofthe mostfamous and
significant battles in history were fought during
the Wars, these were at Marathon, Thermopylae,
Salamis, and Plataea, all ofwhich would become
legendary. The Greeks were, ultimately, victorious
and their civilization preserved. Ifthey had been
defeated then the westem world may not have
inherited from them such lasting cultural
contributions as democracy, dassical architecture
and sculpture, theatre, and the Olympic Games.

"Die Seeschtocht beiSalaivis" by Wilhelm von Kauibach is in the
public domain.

OriginsoftheWars

Persia, under the rule of Darius (r. 522-486 B.C.), was already expanding into mainland Europe and
had subjugated lonia,4Thrace,5and Macedonia6 bythe beginningofthe5th centuryB.C. Nextin king
Darius' sights were Athens and the rest of Greece. Just why Greece was coveted by Persia is unclear.
Wealth and resources seem an unlikely motive; other more plausible suggestions include the need to

JOincreasethe prestige'" ofthe kingat home orto quell" onceand foralla collection of potentially
12troublesome rebel states on the western border of the empire. The lonian rebellion," the offering of

earth and water in submission13to the Persian satrap in 508 B.C, andtheattack byAthensand
Eretria onthecityofSardis'6in499 B.C. had not been forgotten either.

1. Latter (adjective): referring to the second orlast mentioned ofthings
2. Under Darius I, the First Persian Empire became the [argest empire in the world, controffing the largest fraction of

the world's population of any empire in history (approximately 50 million people).
3. Subjugate(ri/e/'y:to bring underdomination orcontrot, especiallybyconquest
4. lonia isthe ancient name ofthe central region ofAnatolia'sAegean shore in present-dayTurkey, an important center

in the ancient Greek worid.
5. Thrace is a historical and geographical area in southeast Europe, centered on the borders of Bulgaria, Greece, and

Turkey.
6. Theborders have changed overtheyears, butMacedonia is a geographical and historical region ofthe Balkan

peninsula located in southeastem Europe. It is particularly known in ancient times as the kingdom ofAlexander the
Great.

1
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.17Whatever the exact motives, in 491 B.C. Darius once again sent envoys'' to call for the Greeks'

submission to Persian rule. The Greeks sent a no-nonsense reply by executing the envoys, and Athens
.18andSparta promisedtoformanalliance'°forthedefenseofGreece. Darius'response to this

diplomatic outrage was to launch a naval force of 600 ships and 25,000 men to attack the Cyclades
19

20and Euboea,^" leaving the Persians just one step away from the rest of Greece.

Marathon

Darius did not lead the invasion of mainland Greece in person but put his general Datis in charge of his

cosmopolitan army. Second-in-command was Artaphemes, Darius' nephew, who perhaps led the
2,000-strong Persian cavalry. The totai strength of the Persian army was perhaps 90,000 men. The

Greeks were led by either Miltiades or Callimachus and they commanded a total force ofonly

between 10.000and 20,000, probablynearerthelowerfigure. Thelong-rangeassault tactics ofthe
Persian archers was to come up against the heavy infantry of Greek hoplites with their large round

shields, spears and swords, and organized in a solid line or phalanx where each man's shield protected
both himselfand his neighbor in a wall ofbronze.

7. Athens isthe current capital ofGreeceand was oneofthe mostimportantcity-states in ancientGreece. ltwa5 known
for its cultural and intellectual flourish.

8. Covet fverb): to desire or want to possess something
9. PIausible (ad/ective): seemingly reasonable or probable

10. Prestige (noun): widespread respect and admiration for someone based on their achievements
11, Quell (verb): to put an end to, typically by force
12. The lonian Revolt(499 BC-493 BC) jnvolved military rebellions bysevera) Greek regions ofAsia Minoragainst

Persian rule.
13. Submission (noun): yielding to a greater force or to the will or authority of another person
14. Satrap (noun): governors ofthe provinces ofthe ancient Persian Empires
15. Eretria is a town in Euboea, Greece, and was an important in the 6th and 5th centuries BC.
16. Sardis was an important ancient dty located in western Anatofia (in modern-day Turkey). In 498/499 BC, as part of

Ehe lonian Revolt, lonian, Athenian, and Eretrian troops captured and bumt Sardis.
17. Envoy (noun): a messenger, representative, or diplomat
18. Alliance fnoun): a tie or association formed with mutual benefit, especially between countries
19. The Cyclades are a group of istands in the southern Aegean Sea located between Greece and Turkey.
20. Euboea or Evia is the second-largest Greek island in !and and population.
21. Cosmopolitan (adject/ve): multj-ethnic or -national; worldly, experienced
22. Calvary (noun): soldters who fought on horseback
23. Miltiades (c. 550 BC - 489 BC) is best known for his role in the Battle of Marathon, the tactics for which he is often

credited.
24, Caltimachus was an Athenian polemarch, which is a senior mititary title in ancient Greek city-states, at the Battle of

Marathon.
25, Assault fadjective): descnbing or relating to an attack
26. Tactk (noun): a plan or strategy
27. Infantry fnoun): soldiers marching or fighting on foot
28. Hoplites were citizen-soldiers of ancient Greek city-states, and were mainly armed with spears and shields.
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[S] When the two armies clashed on the plain of Marathon in September 490 B.C., the Persian tactic of
rapidlyfiringvastnumbersofarrows into the enemy must have been an awesome sight, butthe
lightness ofthe arrows meant that they were largely ineffective against the bronze-armored hoplites.

At close quarters the Greeks thinned their center and extended their flanks to envelop the enemy

lines. This and their longer spears, heavier swords, better armor, and rigid discipline of the phalanx
formation meant that the Greek hoplites won a great victory against the odds. According to tradition

6,400 Persians were dead, for only 192 Greeks. Victory dedications and statues were erected and, for

the Greeks, the Battle of Marathon quickly became the stuff of legend, Meanwhile, the Persian fleet'
fled back to Asia but they would be back, and next time, in even bigger numbers.

32

Thermopylae

.33Within a decade, King Xerxes" continued his predecessor Darius' vision, and in 480 B.C. he gathered a
34huge invasion force to attack Greece again, this time via the pass at Thermopylae" on the east coast.

35In August 480 B.C. a small band of Greeks led by Spartan King Leonidas^^ held the pass for three days.36

37but were annihilated.^' At the same time, the Greek fleet managed to hold off the Persians at the

indecisive naval battle atArtemision.3 Together, these battles bought Greece time and allowed for its
i39cities to steel"' themselves for the bigger challenges yet to come.

Salamis

The defeat atThermopytae, though glorious, allowed the Persians to make in-roads into Greece.

Consequently, manystates nowturnedovertothe PersiansandAthensitselfwassacked. In response,

a Greek army led by Leonidas' brother Kleombrotos began to build a defensive wall near Corinth

winter halted the land campaign. The next vital engagement was going to be at sea.

40 but

In September 480 B.C. at Salamis in the Saronic Gulf, the Greeks once more faced a larger enemy

force. The exact numbers are much disputed but a figure of 500 Persian ships against a Greek fleet of

300 seems the most likely estimate. The hoplites had won at Marathon, now it was the turn ofthe

trireme to take center stage, the fast and maneuverable Greek warship powered by three banks of

oars and armed with a bronze ram. The Persians also had triremes but the Greeks had an ace up their
sleeve, the great Athenian general Themistocles. He, with 20 years of experience and the confidence
from his leadership at Artemision, employed a bold plan to entice the Persian fleet into the narrow

straitsofSalamis and hitthe enemyfleetso hard it had nowhere to retreat to.

29, The plain of Marathon refers to the area of the town of Marathon (located in East Attica) in Greece whereon the
battle was fought.

30. "Awe-inspiring"

3'). Enveiop (verb): to surround
32, Fleet (noun): the largest group of naval ships under one commander, organized for specific purposes
33. Xerxes l(r. 486 BC-465 BQwasthe son ofDarius 1 andthefourth kingoftheAchaemenid dynastyofPersia, Xerxes

the Great would conquer, however briefly, more ofthe Grecian mainland than his father,
34. Thermopylae is a narrow mountain passage in coastai central Greece.
35. King LeonidasofSparta (r. 489 BC-480 BC)is bestknown forhis participation in the Battle ofThermopylae, a part

which has been adapted in a comic book series and feature film named 300,
36. He held the pass by preventing the Persian army from passing through Thermopylae.
37. Annihilate (verb): to destroy utterly
38. AIso known as Aremisium
39. Steel (verb): to mentally prepare oneself to do or face something difficult
40. Corinth was an important city jn Greek, Hellenistic, and Roman eras as a center oftrade and in its role m a number of

Greek wars.
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Themistocles won a great victory and the remaining Persian ships retreated to Asia Minor. The cryptic
orade ofApollo at Delphi48 had been proved right: "only a wooden wall will keep you safe" and the
wooden triremes of the Greeks had done their job. But still, this was not the end. There would be one
more battle, the largesteveryetseen in Greece, and itwoutd decide herfate forcenturiesto follow.

46

Plataea

.49[10] After Salamis Xerxes returned home to his palace at Sousa" but he left the gifted general Mardonius in
charge ofthe invasion, which was still very much on. The Persian position remained strong despite the
naval defeat—theystill controlled much of Greece and their large land army was intact. After a series
of political negotiations, it became clear that the Persians would not gain victory on land through

,50 51diplomacy'"' and the two opposing armies met at Plataea in Boeotia3' in August 479 B.C.

The Greeks fielded the largest hoplite army ever seen which came from some 30 city-states and
numbered around 110,000, The Persians possessed a similar numberoftroops, perhaps slightly more
but, again, therearenoexactfiguresagreed upon byscholars.Although cavalryand archers played
their part, it was, once again, the superiority of the hoplite and phalanx, which won the Greeks the
battle. Finally, they had ended Xerxes' ambitions in Greece.

Aftermath

In addition to victory at Plataea, at the roughly contemporary Battle of Mycale in lonia, the Greek fleet
led by Leotychides landed an army, which wiped out the Persian garrison55 there and killed the
commander Tigranes. The lonian states were sworn back into the Hellenic Alliance and the Delian
League established to ward offany future Persian attacks. Further, the Chersonnese controlling the
Black Sea and Byzantium controlling the Bosphorus were both retaken. Persia would remain a
threat with odd skirmishes and battles occurring across the Aegean over the next 30 years but
mainland Greece had survived Its greatest danger. In c. 449 B.C. a peace was finally signed, the Peace
of Callias, between the two opposing civilizations.

41, Salamis is an island in the Saronic Gulf near Athens.
42. TheSaronicGulf, orGulfofAegina, forms part oftheAegean Sea and the eastern side ofthe isthmusofCorinth.
43. Themistocles (c. 524 BC - 460 BC) was an Athenian statesman and general.
44. The battle itselfwas fought in the straits, ornarrowwatenvays, between the mainland and the island ofSalannis.
45. RetreatCre/'^.'towithdrawan armyfrom enemyforcesduetotheirgreater powerorto defeat
46. Cryptic (adjective): mysterious
47. Oracle (noun): one who predicts the future; a priest or priestess who acts as a medium for the gods
48. Dating backto 1400 BC, the oracle ofDelphiwas one ofthe most importantshrines in all ofGreece, considered to be

thecenteroftheworld.ApriestessofApollo, the Greekgod ofthesun and ofprophecy, would sen/e as oracie ofthis
temple.

49. Also spelled "Susa," Sousa was an ancient city of the First Persian Empire, and one of the most important cities of the
ancientNear East.

50. Diplomacy (noun): management of internationa! relations, typically between countries through representatives
51. Boeotia is a regional unit in central Greece, and the city of Plataea is located in the southeast of Boeotia south of

Thebes.
52, Field (verb): to send out
53, The Battle of Mycale took place around August 27, 479 BC near Mount Mycale, on the coast of lonia.
54. Leotychidaswasa Spartan rulerand a leaderofSparta in the Persian Wars.
55, Garrison (noun): troops stationed in a fortress or town to defend it
56. The Hellenic Afliance was a confederate ailiance of Greek city-states formed in 481 BC.
57. The Delian League, orAthenian League,was an alliance ofGreek city-states. Formed in 478 BCand led byAthens, it

was intended as a defense against encroaching Persian ru!e.
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.63While the Greeks were euphoric" in victory, the Persian Empire was not dealt a deathblow by its
defeat. Indeed, Xerxes' sacking ofAthens was probably enough to allow him to present himself as a
returning hero but, as with other wars, there are no written records by the Persians and so their view
ofthe conflict can only be speculated. Whatever, the Persian Empire continued to thrive for another
100years. ForGreece, however, thevictorynotonlyguaranteed herfreedomfrom foreign rule but
also permitted, soon after, an astonishingly rich period of artistic and cultural endeavor, which would
laytheculturalfoundationsofallfutureWestern civilizations.

'7hePersian Wars" fromwww.ancient.eu, ©2016,CC BY-NC-SA 3.0. Reprinted with permission, all rights reserved.

58. May be refemng to people residing on the Gallipoli peninsula
59. Byzantium was an ancient Greek colony on the site that would later become Constantinople, or modern-day Istanbul.
60. Bosphorus is a narrow and internationally-significant strait located in northwestern Turkey that forms part of the

continental boundary between Europe and Asia,
61. Skirmish (adjective): an episode ofirregularfighting, usually between small oroutlying parts ofarmies
62. The Aegean Sea, which is located between the mainlands of Greece and Turkey and connects to the Mediterranean

Sea.
63. Euphonc (adjective): characterized byorfeeling intense excitementand happiness
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Text-Dependent Questions
Directions: For thefollowing questions, choose the best answer or respond in complete 5entences.

1. PART A: Which of the following best describes the text's central ideas?

A. The Persians were Justified in their invasion of Greece, having tried to make

peace with them only to have their diplomats killed.
B. The Battle ofThermopylae, as well as the rest ofthe Persian Wars, was not as

climatic as legend and popular culture would have people believe.
C. Winning the Persian Wars sparked a new wave of art, literature, and culture that

would influence the Western world for centuries.
D. The loss against the smalfer collection of Greek city-states was one of the major

contributingfactors ofthe downfall ofthe Persian Empire.

2. PART B: Which of the following quotes best supports the answer to Part A?

A. "Ifthey had been defeated then the western world may not have inherited from
them such lasting culturat contributions as democracy, classical architecture and
sculpture,theatre,andthe01ympicGames."(Paragraph 1)

B. "Whatever the exart motives, in 491 B.C. Darius once again sent envoys to call
for the Greeks' submission to Persian rule. The Greeks sent a no-nonsense reply
by executing the envoys...." (Paragraph 3)

C. "In August 480 B.C. a small band of Greeks led by Spartan King Leonidas held
the pass for three days but were killed to a man." (Paragraph 6)

D. "Although cavalry and archers played their part, it was, once again, the
superiority ofthe hoplite and phalanx, which won the Greeks the battle. Finally,
they had ended Xerxes' ambitions in Greece." (Paragraph 11 )

3. Which ofthe following best describes Darius I's motivations for invading Greece?

A. Darius 1 invaded Greece as a means offurther expanding his empire and
obtaining access to the Mediterranean trading channels.

B. There is no clear reason why Darius 1 invaded Greece; it was likely done because
Darius 1 personally coveted Greece.

C. Darius 1 invaded Greece for wealth, for Greece, particularly Athens, was in its
cultural height or golden age.

D. There is no clear reason why Darius 1 invaded Greece; it was likely done for

prestige and to suppress feelings of rebellion.
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4. Compare the Battle of Marathon to the Battle of Thermopylae. What was the signiflcance of
both battles in the fargerscope ofthe Persian Wars?

PARTA:Accordingtotheauthor,which ofthe followingmilitarystrategies bestensured
Greekvictory?

A. The author iikefy credjts the Greek hopiites and phalanx formation, comblned
with naval strength, which won them victories in a number of decisive battles.

B. The author likely credits the Greeks' enthusiasm for battle and their eagerness
to protect their homes.

C. The author likely credits Greek military alliances, which, when combined,
overshadowed the army ofthe Persian Empire.

D. The author tikely credits the Greek ship trireme exclusivety as the one superior
military invention to that ofthe Persian Empire.

6. PARTB:Whichofthefollowingquotes bestsupportsthe answerto PartA?

A. 'Victory dedications and statues were erected and, for the Greeks, the Battle of
Marathon quickly becamethe stuffoflegend."(Paragraph 5)

B. 'The Persians also had triremes but the Greeks had an ace up their sleeve, the

greatAtheniangeneralThemistocles."(Paragraph 8)
C. "Although cavalry and archers played their part, it was, once again, the

superiority of the hoplite and phalanx, which won the Greeks the battle."
(Paragraph 11)

D. 'The lonian states were sworn back into the Hellenic Alliance and the Delian
League established to ward offanyfuture Persian attacks."(Paragraph 12)
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Discussion Questions
Directlons: Brainstorm your answers to thefollowlng questlons in the space provlded. Be prepared to
shareyour original ideas In a class discussion.

1. In the context of this passage, how are we changed by war? What impact did the Greco-
Persian Wars have on both sides? How did it affect Western world history? Cite evidence
from this text, your own experience, and other literature, art, or history in your answer.
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Name:

Teacher:

Energy

Last week we discussed ways we could help reduce our negative impact on earth by improving

how we grow and prepare our food. This week we'll tackle another huge use of resources globally:
Energy. Just like with agriculture, we definitely can't stop using energy. People need lights, people need

cars, and Mr. HaneyneedsWi-Fi. Noneofthat is going to change, butwe must use ingenuityand
technology to improve how we make and use our energy.

First, lets talk a little bit about where your energy comes form. Being a proud Kentuckian, all of

your energy is generated by burning coal. Below is an image of how electricity is generated using coal.
Once coal is burned in a furnace, we use that heat to boil water and make steam. That high-pressure

steam is forced through a turbine which turns as the steam tries to push it out of the way (turbines are
what are on top of windmills). The turbine turning Is what actually converts kinetic energy (energy of

motion) into electricity.

COAL FIRED POWER STATION

B01LER
(FURNACE) STEAM

TRANSMISS10N
L1NES

CONDENSER COOUNG WATER

GENEfiATOR

CONDENSER

TTIAMSFOKMER

The cool part? Even though we've all been led to believe that "coal keeps the lights on", in reality

a turning turbine keeps the lights on. It doesn't matter what actually turns the turbine. You could burn

garbage in that furnace, and it would still heat water and cause that turbine to keep pumping out good
'ole electricity. You heard that right: We don't actually need coal. We use coal because we have lots of it

(and 1 mean LOTS) and its pretty cheap. Unfortunately, there are pretty huge setbacks to coal as well. It is
the least pure energy source (lots of other chemicals trapped inside that ends up polluting air and water)

and it generates more Carbon Dioxide than any other energy source, contributing to climate change

(climate change is real....and bad).

We are using coal because it is cheap and it is killing the planet, so what can we do? Fortunately,

there are several great options that can be used to replace or supplement fossil fuels. Note: While many

ofthese are great substitutions for fossil fuels, notall ofthem will workin all areas. Forexample, it is
unlikely that coal gets completely replaced in Kentucky, just because it is so economical for us.That
should mean we don't cut back on it as much as we can. It won't hurt humans and it'll be a huge help for
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the environment. On the next page are a few alternatives that provide us with electricity but can help
alleviate a few environmental problems that burning coal presents.

Option 1: Wlnd

This is the easy one that you guys have probably learned about before. You build a big 'ole

windmill with a turbine on the top of it. Instead of burning anything to make steam, you can just let the
windturn theturbineforyou!This means NOAIR POLLUTION! You don't haveto burn anything.

Pros: No air pollution. Wind is free. Low upkeep costs. Some places ofthe world have enough wind to
supply 100% of their electricity needs.

Cons: Some people think windmills are ugly (selfish people if you ask me), windmills cost a lot of money
to build,you still needto mineforthe metal (can cause pollution).

Option 2: Solar

Another one you've heard of. This one works a little differently. In solar energy there is no
turbine. The sun's light and heat is captured and stored in cells similar to batteries. We can then release
that energy from these batteries when we need it.

Pros: Sunlight is the most abundant resource on the planet. No contribution to climate change. Some
houses with solar panels pay N0 electric bill.

Cons: Onlysome regions oftheworld can collectsignificant amounts ofenergy. Thetechnologyfor
storing the energy isn't very good. So, one house needs several solar panels to work. They are made of
metal with must be mined.

Option 3: Hydroelectric

This one is similar to wind, only this time we build the turbine underwater and let a current

generate our electricity. To collect hydroelectricity, we build a dam along a river. We then create an
opening in the dam and make sure to stick a big turbine right in that opening. That way when water
flows out of the dam, it turns that turbine and makes us some electricity.

Pros: Almost no contribution to climate change. Ifyou have water, you have electricity. You can use the
lake for camping, fishing, recreation and make money for the community.

Cons: Building a dam disrupts an entire ecosystem (it kills a lot of organisms). Building a dam uses metal
and concrete, both of which requires mines and pollution. Sometimes, building a dam forces people to
leave their homes as their property becomes flooded by water.

Option 3; Nuclear

This is the one everyone is afraid of (what if 1 grow a 3 arm?!). Nuclear energy uses energy that
is naturally given off by radioactive elements to heat water, make steam, and turn a turbine. Even though

you are using heat, these elements give offthat heat naturally, so you don't create any air pollution like
with coal.
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Pros: Less pollution than fossil fuels. High efficiency: meaning, we don't need very much uranium to
make a LOT of energy.

Cons: People are afraid of it. It is difh'cult to get rid ofthe waste created (which is dangerous for
thousandsofyears). Building the plant and harvesting the uranium does require miningwhich makes

pollution.

Questions:

1. T or F. Coal is the only thing Kentucky can use for electricity.
2. Why does the article say Kentucky relies on coal for its electricity?

3. According to the author, is it likely that Kentucky will ever completely give up coal?
4. Why is it problematic that the world uses so much coal?

5. T or F. Kentucky needs to stop using coal because we don't have very much of it.
6. In complete sentences, explain how coal is used to make electricity.

7. Which of the following does NOT use heat to generate electricity?
a. Coal
b. Wind
c. Nuclear
d. Solar

8. Read each of the alternatives given in the article. Which one do you think would be the best
replacement/supplement for coal in YOUR region? Explain why,

9. Read each of the alternatives given in the article. Which one do you think would be the worst
replacement/supplement for coal in YOUR region? Explain why.

10. What is your favorite thing you learned about in Earth and Space this year?


